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Abstract: Research on the voters of the extreme right in Western Europe has become
a minor industry, but relatively little attention has been paid to the twin question of
why support for these parties is often unstable, and why the extreme right is so weak
in many countries. Moreover, the findings from different studies often contradict each
other. This article aims at providing a more comprehensive and satisfactory answer to
this research problem by employing a broader database and a more adequate modeling
strategy. The main finding is that while immigration and unemployment rates are
important, their interaction with other political factors is much more complex than
suggested by previous research. Moreover, persistent country effects prevail even if a
whole host of individual and contextual variables is controlled for.
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After the Second World War, the extreme right (ER) in Western Europe was associated with the
atrocities of the Nazis and their puppet regimes (Rydgren 2005) and was therefore politically isolated and insignificant in most countries of the region. But from the early 1980s on, an unexpected
third wave of right-wing extremist party activity swept over the continent. All of a sudden, parties
that were dubbed as “extreme”, “radical”, “populist” or “new” right proved highly successful at
the polls in countries such as Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Italy, Norway, Sweden, and
Switzerland.
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Problems of terminology and idiosyncratic features notwithstanding, a consensus1 emerged that
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Much of the early literature is devoted to the perhaps not entirely fruitful twin debates on the
“correct” label and on criteria for membership in this party family. However, at least the latter
question is more or less settled since the mid-1990s: “we know who they are, even though we do
not know exactly what they are” (Mudde 1996, 233, see also note 11). As regards terminology,
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these parties should be grouped into a single party family. While this group of extreme right parties
(ERP) is arguably more heterogeneous than other party families (Mudde, 1996), its members are
reasonably distinct from the mainstream or established right and share a number of ideological
features, in particular their concern about immigration, which swiftly became the single most
important issue for these parties (van der Brug and Fennema, 2003).
By the 1990s, scholars of electoral behavior had also identified a set of core features of the ERP
electorates. While the most successful of these parties have managed to attract some votes from
virtually all social groups, the bulk of the extreme right’s support comes from non-traditional segments of the working and lower-middle classes who are worried about the presence of Non-West
European immigrants in their respective societies. There is generally a much greater propensity to
vote for the ER amongst men, voters who are either young or rather old, those with a low level of
formal education and amongst the manual workers, the petty bourgeoisie, and those in routine nonmanual employment (see the review in Arzheimer and Carter, 2006, 421-422). This sharp social
profile is matched by an equally clear attitudinal profile: as a number of studies have demonstrated,
the voters of the West European ER are to a large degree motivated by xenophobic feelings and
beliefs (see e.g. van der Brug and Fennema, 2003).
A whole host of national and a smaller number of comparative studies have replicated these
findings time and again. However, surprisingly little attention has been paid to the more intriguing
twin question of why the ER’s support is so unstable within many countries over time, and why
these parties are so weak in many West European countries. Only a handful of contributions have
looked into this question at all, and each of the existing studies has its shortcomings. Moreover,
the findings from different studies often contradict each other. The aim of this article is therefore
to employ fresh data and a more adequate modeling strategy in order to provide a more comprehensive and satisfactory answer to the question of why the support for the ER in Western Europe
this article refers to the “extreme right” because this seems to be the most commonly used label
in recent research.
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varies so much over time and across countries.
The remainder of this article will proceed as follows. After a brief introduction to the main
theories of ER voting, the existing longitudinal and comparative studies on the ER vote in Western
Europe will be reviewed. Following that, a multi-level model of the ER vote in Western Europe
will be presented. The article ends with a discussion of the main findings and their implications
for future research.

Theoretical Accounts for Extreme Right Support in Western Europe

Starting with then contemporary attempts to explain the rise of the Nazi party and the Italian
Fascists, social scientist have developed a multitude of theoretical accounts of support for the
extreme right. The complexity of these accounts notwithstanding, they can be grouped in four
broad strands (Winkler, 1996).
A first group of authors focuses on largely stable and very general attributes of the ER’s supporters, namely personality traits and value orientations, that make them more receptive for the ER’s
appeals than their compatriots. The most prominent example of this line of research is arguably
Adorno et al. (1950).
A second strand of the literature is chiefly concerned with social disintegration, which is characterized by a (perceived) break-down of social norms (“anomia”) and intense feelings of anxiety,
anger and isolation brought about by social change. Allegedly, this mental state inspires a longing
for strong leadership and rigid ideologies that are provided by the ER. A classic example of this
approach is Parsons (1942).
According to a third class of accounts which draw heavily on theories from the field of social
psychology, group conflicts are the root cause of the ER’s successes. This strand of research
is, however, rather heterogeneous. At one end of the spectrum, there are classical theories of
scapegoating (e.g. Dollard et al., 1939). They argue that (ethnic) minorities provide convenient
targets for the aggression of those members of the majority who are frustrated by their lack of status
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and other resources because these minorities tend to be both different from one’s own reference
group and powerless. Otherwise, the choice of the victimized group is largely random and purely
driven by emotions.
At the other end of the range, theories of Realistic Group Conflict beginning with Sherif and
Sherif (1953) emphasize that ethnic conflicts can be driven by a bounded yet instrumental rationality. If xenophobia is the result of a conflict between immigrants and lower class natives over
scarce resources (low-paid jobs, welfare benefits), discrimination against immigrants, proliferation
of racist stereotypes and support for the ER can be interpreted not as an emotive reaction but rather
as part of an instrumental strategy. This idea is especially prominent in more recent accounts (e.g.
Esses, Jackson and Armstrong, 1998).
Finally, theories of ethnic competition (Bélanger and Pinard, 1991), “status politics” (Lipset and
Bendix, 1951) , “subtle”, “modern” or “symbolic” racism (Kinder and Sears, 1981), and social
identity (Tajfel et al., 1971) all cover a middle ground between these two poles. While the various
labels obviously highlight different aspects of group conflicts, recent research (Pettigrew, 2002)
usefully suggests that most if not all of these approaches could be subsumed under the concept
of relative deprivation: members of one social group feel that in comparison with another social
group, they are not getting what they feel they are entitled to, even if they know that they get more
than the other group.
While all three approaches have a lineage that spans more than five decades, most recent comparative research explicitly or implicitly combines theories of group conflict with elements of a
fourth perspective that complements and expands on the three major approaches. In Winkler’s
(1996) original survey of the literature, this emerging perspective was presented under the label of
a “political culture” that constrains the effects posited by the other approaches. However since the
mid-1990s, interest in a whole host of other, more tangible contextual factors has grown tremendously, and it is now widely believed that the interplay between group conflicts and system-level
variables can help explain the striking differences in support for the ER over time and across coun-
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tries.2
Building on previous work by Kriesi et al. (1992) and Tarrow (1996), Arzheimer and Carter
(2006) have argued that these contextual factors should be subsumed under the concept of a “political opportunity structure” . Such a structure consists of short-, medium- and long-term contextual
variables, which capture the “openness or accessibility of a political system for would-be political
entrepreneurs” (Arzheimer and Carter, 2006, 422) and affect the chances (and thereby presumably
the motivation) of politicians to create and maintain an electorally viable ERP.
However, while the concept of opportunity structures is certainly useful, it is also notoriously
vague. As the review in the next section will demonstrate, there is no consensus (yet) on what
variables are part of an opportunity structure. On the other hand and somewhat paradoxically,
the notion of “opportunity” has implications that might be to restrictive: many context factors
like unemployment or immigration will not only provide the political elite with an incentive to
mobilize as entailed by the concept but will also have a direct and possibly more important impact
on voters’ preferences. Given that comparative data on the perceptions and strategic decisions of
(would-be) members of the political elite are unavailable, it is empirically impossible to separate
the two potential effects of a contextual variable.
More generally, social psychological theories of group conflict were developed and tested in the
context of small group research, where psychological and sometimes even physiological processes
can be closely monitored, often in an experimental or quasi-experimental setting. Datasets that are
available for longitudinal and comparative analyses, on the other hand, are restricted to a handful of attitudinal measures and a set of simple socio-demographic variables that were consistently
replicated over the years. This problem is mitigated, however, by the fact that all theoretical ac2

On the other hand, theories of authoritarianism and anomia provide very limited analytical leverage because they focus on largely stable psychological states. Therefore, it is difficult to see how
they could explain short-term fluctuations of ER support within a given country or persistent
differences between otherwise largely similar countries.
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counts of ER support tend to identity a similar set of socio-demographic groups that should be most
susceptible to the appeals of the ERPs. Moreover, both national and cross-sectional comparative
studies of ER support have confirmed strong and consistent links between these socio-demographic
indicators of group membership and more nuanced attitudinal measures.
Therefore, although data limitations make is impossible to unpack the details of the underlying
psychological process, it is clear that the impact of micro- and macro-level variables on support
for the extreme right in Western Europe should be modeled jointly. Only such a multi-level model
provides one with unbiased estimates of the contextual effects, because the differences in the sociodemographic and attitudinal composition of the European electorates are controlled for. A multilevel model therefore represents a significant improvement over the existing empirical accounts for
the ER’s support, which will be reviewed in the next section.

Previous Findings on Contextual Determinants of the Extreme Right’s Electoral Support

Jackman and Volpert (1996) conducted the first large scale3 quantitative comparative analysis of
the ER’s electoral support by estimating a Tobit model of the ERPs’ vote share. Their main findings
were that (1) the ER benefits from high unemployment, (2) higher electoral thresholds reduce the
support for the ER, and (3) multi-partyism in combination with a proportional electoral system is
associated with higher levels of ER voting.
Some technical issues notwithstanding (see Golder, 2003a), the analysis by Jackman and Volpert
was ground-breaking both in terms of its spatial and its temporal coverage, and yet, there are
some obvious substantive problems with it. First, Jackman’s and Volpert’s selection of cases is
problematic in at least one instance: They include the Alianza Popular/Partido Popular, which
became the major party of the established right in Spain in the 1980s and is not normally considered
an ERP (Ignazi, 2003, 190-191). On a related account, their time-frame is problematic since there
3

Jackman and Volpert analyze 103 elections that were held in 16 countries between 1970 and
1990.
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is now a wide agreement that the “third wave” did not come to itself before the early 1980s, when
immigration became the core issue of the ER and many ERP tried adopted new strategies and
communication frames that had proved successful in France (Rydgren, 2005). This leads to an
obvious problem with the Scandinavian Progress Parties that started out as anti-tax parties in the
1970s and only moved into the ER camp during the early 1980s (Svåsand, 1998).
Second, Jackman and Volpert (1996) analyze the impact of a (somewhat limited number of)
polity-level variables on aggregate support for the ER but completely ignore the micro-level, which
is at the center of all theoretical explanations of ER voting. Finally, by modeling electoral returns,
Jackman and Volpert restrict their analysis to a handful of (very important) snapshots in the political
histories of the 16 countries. But while election results are decisive for the creation, composition
and survival of governments, the ongoing level of support for the ER can have a tremendous impact on proposed and actually implemented policy via the strategic calculations of the established
parties, even if the ER is not (yet) represented in parliament (Minkenberg, 2001).
For these reasons, Knigge (1998) models aggregate support for ERPs as measured by the biannual Eurobarometer surveys in Belgium, France, the Netherlands, West Germany, Denmark, and
Italy between 1984 and 1993 in a Time-Series Cross-Sectional design and concludes that immigration and political dissatisfaction correlate with higher levels of support for the ER. Conversely,
the effect of unemployment is negative.
While Knigge’s contribution is an improvement over the analysis by Jackman and Volpert because she analyses time-series with more and uniformly spaced data-points, it clearly falls short
in terms of country-coverage. Moreover, like Jackman and Volpert, Knigge confines herself to the
macro-level while a comprehensive model of extreme right support should clearly include both
micro- and macro-level factors.
Precisely this is the aim of the useful study by Lubbers, Gijsberts and Scheepers (2002), who
merge surveys from 16 West European countries with a host of aggregate variables. From a series
of multi-level models they conclude that after controlling for individual anti-immigrant attitudes
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and political dissatisfaction, the number of non-Western residents as well as characteristics of the
ERP themselves have a substantial impact on the likelihood of an extreme right vote, whereas the
unemployment rate has no significant effect.
However, their contribution is problematic, too, in a number of ways. First, the merging of
data from six national election studies with data sets from three different supra-national projects
obviously raises problems of validity and reliability. Second, the number of N = 17 level-two units
is too low for multi-level modeling by any conventional standard, especially given the authors’
interest in estimating variance components (Hox, 2002, 173-179). Finally, they focus on a rather
brief time period, thereby excluding the 1980s (when the ER became a relevant political actor
for the first time in decades) and much of the 1990s. Moreover, unlike Jackman and Volpert and
Knigge, Lubbers, Gijsberts and Scheepers discard any cross-temporal variation in the ER’s support
by pooling surveys from different years.
This is certainly not a problem in the analysis presented by Golder (2003b), which proceeds
along similar lines like that of Jackman and Volpert but covers 19 West European countries including many “failed cases” like Iceland, Ireland, or Malta, and 165 elections between 1970 and
2000. From his findings, Golder concludes that (1) the ER benefits from both high levels of unemployment and high levels of immigration, and that (2) there is an additional positive interaction
between unemployment and immigration..
Although Golder’s results are suggestive, like the other aggregate analyses they do not allow one
to draw conclusions about micro-level processes, e.g. about the propensity and the motivation of
the unemployed to vote for the ER. Technical sophistication notwithstanding, most of the problems
discussed in regard with Jackman and Volpert and Knigge therefore apply to Golder’s study as well.
While all studies discussed so far have addressed unemployment as one potential determinant
of ER support, Swank and Betz (2003) were the first who empirically analyzed the the mediating
effects of welfare state institutions on the ER vote. In yet another macro model, they regress the
electoral returns of the ER in 83 elections that were held between 1981 and 1998 in 16 West
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European countries on trade openness, capital mobility and foreign immigration as well as on the
level of social protection and a number of other contextual variables. From their findings, they
conclude that the number of asylum seekers is positively related to ERP success, whereas a high
level of welfare state protection reduces the appeal of the ER.
However, although the impact of unemployment is at the center of the debate, Swank and Betz
(2003, 228) use a fairly general index of welfare state benefits. While their approach is innovative,
this variable is clearly not ideal for their purpose. Moreover, all concerns regarding the aggregate
analyses by Jackman and Volpert, Knigge, and Golder obviously apply here, too.
Finally, in the most recent contribution to the field, Arzheimer and Carter (2006) have tried
to overcome some of the limitations of the existing research by merging data from 24 national
election surveys (conducted in seven countries between 1984 and 2001) with a host of aggregatelevel information such as party-positions, proportionality of the electoral system, unemployment,
and immigration figures. Like Knigge, they find a negative effect of aggregate unemployment.
Moreover, they conclude that established right-wing parties that take a very tough stand on immigration may actually legitimize the policies of the ER, and that grand coalition government prior
to elections raises the odds of an ER vote being cast.
However, Arzheimer’s and Carter’s paper is not without problems, too. First, while their mode
of analysis is less demanding on the data than multi-level modeling, the parsimony of their model
comes at a price as they have to assume that no unit (=country) effects remain after controlling for
the impact of the aggregate variables. If this assumption does not hold, bias will result. Second,
unlike Knigge and Lubbers, Gijsberts and Scheepers, they do not measure support for the ER
between elections. Third, since they rely on national election studies that vary wildly in terms
of attitudes questions asked, their range of individual-level variables is restricted to “objective”
features like age, class, and education. Fourth, the number of level-2 units (elections) is rather low
in relation to the large number of contextual variables in which they are interested.
To summarize, the existing research has demonstrated that contextual factors (and most promi-
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nently immigration and unemployment) have a systematic effect on support for the ER in Western
Europe. However, while models of ethnic competition (that are consistent with micro-level theories of support for the ER) strongly suggest that immigration, unemployment, and their interaction
should all have positive effects, it is unclear whether and under what conditions this is true. Moreover, it is by no means obvious that unemployment and immigration are truly more important than
other contextual factors.

Support for the Extreme Right in Western Europe, 1980-2002
Model

While a lot of progress has been made since the paper by Jackman and Volpert was published,
the previous section has shown that none of the existing studies on the contextual determinants
of the extreme right’s vote is entirely satisfactory. The analysis presented here tries to overcome
these limitations by (1) combining a relatively large number of relevant system-level variables
with individual socio-demographic and attitudinal data that are measured in a comparable fashion,
(2) covering the whole time-span between 1980 and 2002, and (3) not excluding contexts where
the ER is very weak.
At the micro-level, the model includes information on the respondents’ gender, age, level of education, and social class. The gender gap in support for the ER is well known, even if its causes are
controversial (Gidengil et al., 2005). The other socio-demographic indicators reflect the theoretical
and empirical links between group membership, attitudes and the likelihood of a vote for the ER.
For instance, it is well known that voters with high levels of educational attainment are more likely
to embrace liberal values (Weakliem, 2002) and have little reason to feel threatened by low-skilled
immigrants. Younger voters, members of Europe’s declining “petty bourgeoisie”, manual workers, the unemployed and maybe pensioners, on the other hand, should be highly susceptible to the
appeal of the ER because they compete with immigrants for scarce resources.
Three measures model the impact of ideologies and more specific political preferences. First,
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while longitudinal data on immigration attitudes are largely unavailable, in most countries the ER
has taken a negative stance on European Integration and has tried to link this theme to its core
issues of immigration, national sovereignty, and law and order. Therefore, the model contains a
control for Euroscepticism.
Second, the notion of a “protest vote” features prominently in some of the earlier accounts of
the “third wave”. It is, however, unclear what a protest vote should entail. On the one hand, some
authors suggest that “protest” is something irrational and emotional that is unconnected to values
and ideologies and primarily “a vote against things” (Mayer and Perrineau, 1992, 134). But on
the other hand, it is obvious that much of this “protest” is not un-ideological at all but clearly
directed “against the policy or the absence of policy in this respect [migrants and law and order]”
(Swyngedouw, 2001, 218-219).
To account for these “protest motives”, the model contains both an indicator for general political
dissatisfaction as well as a control for political ideology (the familiar left-right self-placement
scale). This makes it possible to separate the alleged “pure protest” from ideology- and policybased considerations. Moreover, controlling for ideology accounts for the fact that the political left
can benefit from Euroscepticism, too.
Most national and comparative studies of the ER vote have demonstrated rather stable and uniform effects for these individual-level variables. The crucial question here is whether these regularities do still hold once contextual variables are included and the spatial and temporal coverage
is extended beyond that of previous analyses.
At the macro-level, the model aims at bringing together the most relevant variables from the
contributions discussed above without taking a shotgun approach that would render both estimation
and interpretation infeasible. Given their prominence in the literature and the fact that ethnic
competition theories provide a clear rationale for the interpretation of their effects, the inclusion of
unemployment and immigration plus an interaction between both figures is a matter of course.
The “protective” effect of welfare state benefits found by Swank and Betz (2003) deserves closer
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inspection,too, not least because it has clear implications for public policy. Moreover, the findings
by Swank and Betz contravene one particularly influential early account of the ER’s support in
Western Europe: Kitschelt’s (1995) hypothesis that a combination of authoritarian and marketliberal stands would guarantee electoral success for the ER. However, in line with the argument
about ethnic competition in the labor market, instead of the general benefit data a more specific
measure of benefits for the unemployed will be used.
Following Arzheimer’s and Carter’s approach, two institutional features that most clearly embody the concept of a (durable) opportunity structure, namely political decentralization and the
degree of disproportionality of the electoral system are included, too. In the case of decentralization, Arzheimer and Carter present arguments both for a positive and a negative relationship with
the ER vote. On the one hand, subnational elections can work as a “safety valve” for dissatisfied
citizens that would ceteris paribus reduce support for the ER in national elections. On the other
hand, these second-order elections provide the ER with opportunities for acquiring political experience, access to the media, and credibility. While neither of these two effects is borne out in their
original analysis, disproportionality is of particular interest because the existing research seems to
disproves the common wisdom that less proportional systems help to “keep the rascals out”.
Finally, Lubbers, Gijsberts and Scheepers as well as Arzheimer and Carter have argued that a
comprehensive model of ER voting should also reflect the impact of genuinely political short-term
factors such as the political agenda, the general tenor of the political debate on the issues of the
ER, and the ideological positions of the political parties in a given country at a given time. While
both groups of authors use a somewhat idiosyncratic terminology, their two competing hypotheses
can easily be re-expressed within the framework of well-established theories of political behavior.
On the one hand, classical theories of spatial competition (cf. Enelow and Hinich, 1984) which
treat the distribution of preferences in the electorate as exogenous and fixed in the medium run
suggest that the rise of ER in the 1980s can be explained by the mainstream parties’ persistent
reluctance to cater to the existing demand for strict immigration and asylum policies. Consequen-
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tially, support for the ER must decline if the established parties (with their track record of past
performance in government and their much broader appeal) take a tougher stand on immigration
and multi-culturalism, thereby “stealing” the ER’s issues. As Bale (2003, 76) observes, this “conspiracy of silence” theory of ER electoral successes is rather popular with political pundits in many
West European countries.
On the other hand, a more subtle claim is often made in the literature on the extreme right: if a
mainstream party takes a radical position on the extreme right’s issues, the public can interpret this
as a signal that these policies are relevant, and that the contents and style of extreme right politics
are no longer taboo (see e.g. Thränhardt 1995). As a consequence, at least some of the voters who
support the ER’s policies but shy away from voting for a stigmatized party will now, in Jean-Marie
Le Pen’s words, “prefer the original to the copy”. Moreover, other voters who were previously
not aware of these issues may now be induced to evaluate the parties with respect to this policy
dimension.
While authors like Thränhardt and Bale interpret this chiefly as a Machiavellian gambit by the
established right (who have less to lose and more to win than the established left if immigration
moves up the political agenda), an increase in the importance of immigration, asylum and race
will without doubt benefit the extreme right, too. Although the connection is rarely made in the
literature, these effects can easily be interpreted in terms of agenda setting and priming
To gauge the potential effects of party competition, Lubbers, Gijsberts and Scheepers (2002)
rely on an expert survey, from which the derive two measures that capture the “immigration restriction climate” and the available “space for the ER”. Arzheimer and Carter (2006) draw on the
Comparative Manifesto Dataset. Using party statements on internationalism, multi-culturalism,
national lifestyle, and law and order, they construct two variables, namely the ideological position
of the major party of the ER and the ideological distance between the two major mainstream parties. The latter approach seems preferable, because unlike the expert survey, the manifesto data
are inherently dynamic, based on a well-defined and reliable coding procedure, easily available for
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replication, and cover the whole period under study.
However, to further improve on Arzheimer and Carter and to link the empirical analysis more
closely to the underlying theories, the construction of both variables was slightly modified. First,
considering only the ideological position of the major moderate right party seems overly restrictive.
Often, the margin of what is politically acceptable will in fact be defined by the position of a
smaller party of the right (or left, see Thränhardt 1995, 328 on anti-immigrant measures taken
by Communist mayors in France).4 Consequentially, the most radical position on the ER’s issues
taken by an electorally relevant party that is not part of the ER (cf note 11) is used as an indicator
for electoral competition. This approach has the additional benefit of avoiding somewhat arbitrary
decisions about what constitutes the “major” party amongst a whole group of more or less equalsized political groupings.
Second, Arzheimer’s and Carter’s indicator of convergence between the two major parties was
replaced by two separate measures for the variance and the salience of statements by all established
parties on the issues of the ER. The salience measure ignores the direction of these statements
and focuses solely on the space devoted to these issues. More salience is equivalent to a more
prominent position of these issues on the agenda, which presumably benefits the ER. The variance
measure, on the other hand, reflects Zaller’s (1992, chapter 6) more subtle proposition that the
public will often follow the views of the elites if there is consensus amongst them, whereas visible
disagreement amongst the elites conducive to polarization.5
To summarize, if standard spatial theories of voting apply, support for the ER will ceteris paribus
4

The relatively small Christian Social Union in Germany is a point in case: while they are clearly
positioned in the political mainstream and have always formed an alliance with the much larger
Christian Democratic Union at the national level, they take a tougher stand on immigration than
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the “Post-Fascist” Italian National Alliance (Lubbers, Gijsberts and Scheepers, 2002).
According to Zaller, this effect is moderated by the political awareness of the respondents. In
principle, the role of political awareness could be modeled by a cross-level interaction. However, since data on political awareness is rather limited, and since this moderating effect is not
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be lower where the established parties position themselves further to the right. If, however, theories
of agenda setting and priming prevail, the extreme right should benefit if their issues (1) feature
prominently in elite discourses directed at voters and (2) if there is little consensus about what
should be done. On the other hand, if elites downplay these issues and if there is little conflict
amongst elites, this should reduce support for the ER. Consequentially, the “conspiracy of silence”
could be a viable political strategy.
Finally, two caveats are in order. First, the phrase “no longer taboo” suggest that the timing of
manifesto statements can have a crucial effect: once a taboo is broken, it could be difficult if not
impossible to restore it. In principle, one could classify countries according to (1) whether the
established parties have ever adopted the issues of the ER and (2) if so, whether they have returned
to their original position, and introduce this classification as an additional variable. But since the
number of West European countries is low, in reality it is infeasible to model this effect of timing.
Second, the model does not contain any measures for another important class of short-term factors, namely the content of the mainstream-media. However, while the media will most probably
haven some effect even when party positions are controlled for (see Boomgaarden and Vliegenthart 2007 for a single-country study that tests this proposition), relying solely on party manifestos
can actually be an advantage since it could be argued that political messages sent by other parties could to a degree reflect anticipations about future and reactions to previous successes of the
ER, which would in turn lead to endogeneity bias. While this argument may apply to the statements that parties and politicians issue on a daily basis, endogeneity is less likely to be a problem
with party manifestos, manifestos are the outcome of a lengthy deliberation process within the respective party. Moreover, unlike individual statements, the commit they represent a public policy
commitment. Therefore, manifestos are probably the best and most reliable measure for a party’s
position and political message.

central to the argument presented in this paper, this route was not pursued.
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Data

The analysis covers the member states of the European Union (EU) as it existed before the Eastern
enlargement rounds plus Norway.6 Individual level data come from the European Commission’s
bi-annual series of Eurobarometer surveys.7 The number of missing values in the Eurobarometer
for the variables under study is rather low, yet listwise deletion of cases with missing information
reduces the sample size by about one third and can lead to overly optimistic standard errors and
biased estimates. As a safeguard, the Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations procedure
devised by van Buuren and Oudshoorn (1999) was used to create eleven imputed data sets. All
analyses were carried out both on the original and the completed data sets, but the results are
almost identical.
Contextual information was drawn from official election results, OECD databases and printed
reports (OECD, 1992, 1999, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004), the datasets produced by the Comparative
Manifesto Project (Klingemann et al., 2006), the UNHCR statistical yearbook (UNHCR, 2002),
and Lijphart’s (1999) seminal study of institutional arrangements in Western democracies.
The analysis spans the years from 1980 to 2002. During these 23 years, 1,065 individual Eurobarometer surveys were conducted in 18 countries.8 Each survey where at least one respondent

6
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Switzerland is excluded from the analysis both for substantial reasons as well as for a lack of
data.
The partial cumulation of the Eurobarometer produced by a team led by Hermann Schmitt
(Schmitt et al., 2002) greatly facilitated the construction of the data set. An appendix containing details of the coding and imputation procedures as well as scripts for Stata and Mlwin
that can be used to replicate the findings, additional tables and an assessment of the robustness
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of the findings are available through the author’s dataverse at .
Because of the economic, social, and political-cultural differences, there are separate surveys
for East and West Germany. Norway did not accede the EU in 1994 but did participate in the
Eurobarometer between 1990 and 1996 and then again in 2002/2003.
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voiced an intention to vote for an ERP and where all the required individual-level information
was available was retained, yielding a total of about 175.000 respondents nested in 267 individual
surveys. Surveys without any supporters of the ER were excluded, which effectively removed the
United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland from the analysis.9
While Golder (2003b) is right that excluding these “failed cases” is likely to lead to biased
estimates in studies where aggregated electoral support is modeled, the case is less straightforward
in a setup where individual voting intentions are analyzed. In countries where the ER is very weak,
strong effects of social desirability are likely to bias the measurement of ER support. Moreover,
supporters of the ER are often prevented from voting for their preferred party because the ERPs will
not field candidates in most constituencies.10 Finally, due to financial constraints of the pollsters,
the supporters of tiny ERPs are often coded as voting for “other” parties. As a result, support for
the ER will be underestimated in contexts where those parties are already very weak, which will
lead to a different kind of bias. While there is no perfect solution for this dilemma, restricting the
analysis to contexts where it is at all possible to trace support for the ER by means of mass opinion
surveys is a reasonable compromise.
The remaining surveys provide an exceptionally good coverage of the “third wave”, including
the early successes and failures in the 1980s. The only major gaps are Norway in the 1980s and
late 1990s (when the country was not yet/not any longer covered by the Eurobarometer) and Aus-

9

Luxembourg had to be excluded because the OECD does not calculate standardized benefit rates
for this country. Estimates for a number of more parsimonious models that are based on a
larger number of respondents and contexts including Luxembourg are presented in the online

10

appendix.
Britain is a case in point. In 2005, the British National Party, now the most important party of the
ER in the United Kingdom (Eatwell, 2004), contested 119 of the 646 Westminster constituencies, i.e. less than 20 per cent (Norris and Wlezien, 2005, 678). With 57 and 33 candidates, the
numbers were even lower in 1997 and 2001 (Yonwin, 2004, 7).
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tria between 1986 (when Haider became chairman of the FP"O) and 1994 (when Eurobarometer
polling started).

Method

The dependent variable is vote intention for an ERP,11 calling for logit or probit multi-level analysis because the observations in the dataset are obviously nested. However, the way in which this
nesting should be modeled is less obvious. Observations could be conceived of as (1) persons
nested in countries nested in time, (2) persons nested in time nested in countries, or (3) persons,
cross-classified by time and countries. Of these, (2) is the most appropriate variant for a number
of reasons. First, a cross-classification would be structurally incomplete, because a number of
country-years are not covered by the Eurobarometer or were excluded because there were no ER
voters. Second, persistent effects unit (country) effects are quite strong, whereas there is no indication of any effects of time that would be uniform across countries. Finally, while time-points are
random in the sense that they can be conceived of as a sample from a large universe of days/weeks
on which a survey could have been conducted, countries are not sampled from a population but are
essentially “fixed” (Berk, Western and Weiss, 1995).
For these reasons, countries are represented by a series of dummy variables, which are common
11

The variable is coded as 1 if an respondent intends to vote for the Freedom Party in Austria,
the Front National or the Vlaams Blok in Belgium, the Freedom Party or the Danish People’s
Party in Denmark, the Rural Party or the True Fins in Finland, the National Front in France,
the German People’s Union, Republikaner or National Democrats in Germany, the EPEN, the
National Front and Political Spring in Greece, the National Alliance and the Northern League
in Italy, the Center Parties and the Lijst Pim Fortuyn/Leefbar Nederland in the Netherlands, the
Freedom Party in Norway, the “Christian Democrats” in Portugal, the various Falange Parties
in Spain, and New Democracy in Sweden. Voters of other parties and self-declared non-voters
are coded as 0.
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to all surveys from a given country.12 This modeling strategy effectively reduces the number of
levels to two (see Duch and Stevenson 2005 for an application), namely the individual and the
particular context of the survey wave in which she was interviewed. Thus, the model can be
written as
yi j ∼ Binomial(1, πi j )
logit(πi j ) = β1 x1i j · · · + γ1 z1 j · · · + δ1 c1 · · · + u0 j
 
 
∼
N(0,
Ω
)
:
Ω
=
u0 j
σ2u0 ,
u
u

(1)
(2)
(3)

where i is an index at the person-level and j is an index at the context level. Hence, yi j is the
individual vote intention for an ERP, which is assumed to be binomially distributed (1). The logit
of the probability to vote for the extreme right (2) depends on a linear combination of k individual
variables (x1i j · · · xki j ), l contextual variables (z1 j · · · zl j ), 14 fixed country effects (c1 · · · c14 ), and a
random disturbance at the context level (u0 j ).13 The latter is assumed to be normally, identically
and independently distributed (3).14 Since the structure of the model is logistic, the binomial distribution of the vote intentions is assumed to adequately account for randomness at the individual
level. All models were estimated in MLwiN 2.02 using the Penalized Quasi-Likelihood method
based on a second-order Taylor expansion (PQL2).

Findings

Estimates for the four components of the model are presented in table 1. The rows in the lower
third of the table contain the unit effects for the 14 countries under study, i.e. the logit of an ER vote
12

13

14

To simplify the presentation, the model contains no constant but rather one unit-dummy for each
country.
Note that a double index indicates variation both across persons and contexts, while variables
with a single index vary across contexts but are constant over persons within the same context.
More explicitly, the Variance-Covariance Matrix Ωu that governs the distribution of u0 j is assumed to be a diagonal matrix whose elements are identical.
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when all individual and contextual variables are set to zero.15 While the coefficients themselves
are of little intrinsic interest, their huge variation implies that even if a whole host of individual
and contextual variables are controlled for, there are persistent differences between these countries
that must be due to other, durable factors.
At the bottom of the table, σ2u0 represents the residual variance at the contextual level, i.e. the
normally distributed random shocks that affect all voters in a given country at a given time. This
figure is about 40 per cent lower than in a null model that contains only unit effects and a random
term (not shown as a table), suggesting that the combination of contextual and individual variables
goes a long way in understanding the puzzle of ER support. Nonetheless, a normal distribution
with a variance of 0.3 will still produce a considerable number of rather large random shocks.16
The effects of the individual-level variables can be discerned from the topmost panel of table 1.
As it turns out, the expected patterns re-appear even when one controls for contextual variables,
unit effects and contextual variance. In line with theoretical expectations, groups who compete
with immigrants for scarce resources and who have exhibited the highest level of xenophobia in
the past – manual workers, younger voters, and the unemployed – show significantly more support
for the ER than other groups. The gender gap is equally prominent. While the logistic link implies
that effects are not linear-additive and that the proportion of ER support depends on the level of all
independent variables, membership in either of these socio-demographic groups roughly doubles
the probability of an ER vote.17 Again in line with previous findings, holding a university degree
massively reduces the probability of a vote for an ERP, whereas being a pensioner has no significant
15

AT = Austria, BE = Belgium, DE-E = East Germany, DE-W = West Germany, DK = Denmark,
ES = Spain, FI = Finland, FR = France, GR = Greece, IT = Italy, NL = Netherlands, NO =

16

Norway, PT = Portugal, SE = Sweden.
If one considers a shock of 0.7 points on the logistic scale (which is equivalent to the effect of
Euroscepticism) as “large”, this threshold will be exceeded in about 20 per cent of all realiza-

17

tions.
All socio-demographic variables enter the model as dummy indicators.
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effect on the vote.
Turning to the attitudinal variables, being a eurosceptic18 more than doubles the probability of
an extreme right vote, but political dissatisfaction and ideology have even stronger effects. Dissatisfaction is operationalized through a four-point rating scale, therefore its maximal impact on the
logit is 1.7 points. Left-right self-placement was measured on a ten-point rating scale, so its maximal effect on the logit is 4.7 points. Maximal effects paint a somewhat unrealistic picture since few
voters hold extreme attitudes, but even if one considers the more conservative interquartile range
of 1 point (dissatisfaction) and 3 points (ideology), it is obvious that political dissatisfaction and
political leanings have significant and rather dramatic effects on the propensity to vote for the ER
even when they are mutually controlled for.
Jointly, the coefficients in the upper panel of table 1 provide fresh evidence from a large number
of political contexts that the ER vote is not based on protest alone, and that the ER is by no means a
“catch all” that mobilizes all social groups in a similar way (Mayer and Perrineau 1992; see van der
Brug and Fennema 2003 for a broader discussion). Rather, the ER’s success is based on its appeal
to a constituency that has a distinct social and attitudinal profile.
This picture is complemented by th coefficients for the contextual variables, which are presented in the middle panel of table 1. “Disproportionality” and “decentralization” refer to the
Gallagher-Index for the most recent election and the index devised by Lijphart (1999, 189), respectively. “Asylumseekers” reflects the number of new applications for asylum status per capita,19
“unemployment” refers to the standardized unemployment rates which are supplied by the OECD,
18
19

Euroscepticism is measured by a dummy variable.
Other figures such as the number of non-white residents or the share of foreign-born residents
could have been employed, too, but the data on asylum seekers and refugees are preferable for at
least three reasons: first, asylum applications (and family reunification claims, which are often
related to previous applications) have provided the main route for new legal immigration into
Wester Europe since the 1970s (Freeman, 1998, 94), second, unlike other measures they are
comparable across time and countries, and third, asylumseekers and refugees have become the
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whereas “unemployment benefits” reflects the impact of the OECD’s “Gross Unemployment Benefit Replacement Rates”.20 Three multiplicative interaction terms were created to reflect the hypotheses that the effects of unemployment and immigration reinforce each other (Golder, 2003b),
while unemployment benefits can mitigate these effects (Swank and Betz, 2003).
“Toughness” (the most radical position on these issues taken by any party that is not considered
to be part of the ER), “salience”, “variance” and the interaction of the latter two reflect information
on party competition and political elite messages in a given context and were constructed as outlined above.21 To ease the interpretation and to reduce the likelihood of numerical problems, the
unemployment, asylum and benefit rates as well as the measures for salience and variance were
centered at their respective grand mean.
[Table 1 about here.]
In line with the findings by Arzheimer and Carter, decentralization and disproportionality of the
electoral system do not have a statistically significant impact on support for the ER when other
contextual variables are held constant. Again, the data provide no evidence that less proportional
systems can curb support for the ER. It should, however, be borne in mind that (with the notable
exception of France) the variation in the degree of proportionality is limited.22
main focus of the ER’s propaganda. To prevent numerical problems, the numbers were entered
20

as applications per 1,000 residents.
The OECD calculates “Gross Unemployment Benefit Replacement Rates” by averaging over
several types of households, durations of unemployment, and income levels before unemploy-
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ment.
Parties of the ER were excluded from all calculations. For salience and variance, the figures were
weighted according to the relative size (vote share) of the respective parties. Since the party
manifestos are usually published only when an election is imminent, party positions between

22

publication dates were interpolated.
Removing France from the sample does not substantively affect the results.
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The number of asylum seekers, unemployment rates,23 and the salience of the ER’s issues, however, all seem to have substantial and statistically significant effects on support for the ER. But in
the presence of interaction terms, the size and statistical significance of these main effects must be
calculated conditionally. The estimated effect for the number of asylum seekers, for instance, refers
to a situation where both the centered unemployment rate and the centered level of unemployment
benefits are held constant at a level of 0, i.e. at the mean of the original variables. Similarly,
the positive effect of the unemployment rate is conditional on average levels of immigration and
unemployment benefits.
[Figure 1 about here.]
Contrary to predictions derived from ethnic competition theory, and contrary to Golder’s (2003b)
findings that are based on a different specification and on macro data alone, the interaction between
levels of unemployment and immigration is negative: at higher-than-average levels of asylum
applications and unemployment, the effects of both variables do not reinforce each other. Rather,
a ceiling effect is observed that limits the impact of both contextual variables on the ER’s support.
More specifically, if immigration is very high, unemployment does not matter any more. This is
illustrated in Figure 1: at levels of immigration that are slightly higher than average (> 0.7), the
effect of unemployment is not longer significantly different from zero (upper panel). Since the
distribution of asylum application rates is right-skewed, this applies to roughly 20 per cent of all
contexts. Note, however, that the effect of unemployment is rather weak even where immigration
is at its empirical minimum of −0.98. Immigration, on the other hand, has a significantly positive
effect even when unemployment is up to five points above its average (lower panel). This threshold
is only exceeded in ten per cent of all contexts.
Similarly, more generous income replacement rates will reduce the effect of unemployment by a
small and the effect of immigration by a considerable amount, as indicated by the two negative interaction effects. Moreover, unemployment benefits have an additional effect of their own, but this
23

The individual employment is controlled for.
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effect is small and statistically insignificant at average levels of immigration and unemployment.
Even if unemployment and immigration rates are at their empirical extrema, this main effect will
hardly effect the outcome.
[Figure 2 about here.]
The interpretation of the effects that political messages sent by other parties have on support
for the ER is more straightforward. In line with Arzheimer and Carter, “toughness”, i.e. the ideological position of the most radical amongst the established parties, has no significant effect. This
constitutes prima facie evidence against the “conspiracy of silence” hypothesis derived from spatial
models of voting.
However, the two variables that reflect ideas of agenda setting and priming do have an effect.
At an average level of variation in the party positions, a greater salience of the ER’s issues in the
party manifestos is ceteris paribus related to a higher level of ER support. This effect (which
prevails though objective factors like immigration and unemployment are controlled for) is quite
pronounced: The interquartile range of the salience variable is 6.3, which translates into a change
of 0.77 points on the logistic scale. This is roughly equivalent to the individual-level effect of being
dissatisfied with European Integration.
The effect of salience is somewhat muted at higher levels of variation in the party statements
as indicated by the negative sign of the interaction term, but even where the (centered) variance
is higher than 50, the coefficient is significantly positive, as can bee seen from the lower panel
of Figure 2. This applies to more than 95 per cent of all contexts. In fact, for 90 per cent of all
contexts, the variance falls into the interval [−14.1; 36.6], implying that very often the negative
interaction has no substantive consequences at all and the effect of salience prevails. The effect of
variance, on the other hand, is neither statistically nor substantively significant, regardless of the
level of salience.
[Figure 3 about here.]
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While logit coefficients convey the direction of the effects and provide a means for testing their
statistical significance, they are less useful for assessing the political relevance of a given variable.
Here, the most relevant quantity is the predicted effect on the ER’s share of the votes, which depends on the respective level of all independent variables. A convenient tool for illustrating this
impact are figures which plot the predicted probability as a function of one to three focal independent variables while all other independent variables are held constant at pre-specified levels
that represent theoretically interesting “scenarios” (King, Tomz and Wittenberg, 2000). More recently, Mitchell and Chen (2005) have suggested that for complicated models, one could aggregate
the average individual effects of all independent variables that are not varied in the graph into a
single quantity which they dub “covariate contribution”. A relatively small number of covariate
contributions (say three) could then be employed to cover a whole host of different “scenarios”.
This method is used in Figure 3 to illustrate the joint effect of unemployment rates, immigration,
and unemployment benefits on the probability of a vote for the extreme right. Covariate components were obtained by calculating the logit for each of the 174,452 respondents from the fixed
effects in the leftmost column of Table 1 and subtracting the joint impact of the three contextual
variables and their interactions from this quantity. Then, the covariate contribution was set to the
fifth, seventh, and ninth decile of its distribution. Levels of immigration and levels of unemployment benefits were set to the first, the fourth, the sixth, and to the ninth decile of their respective
empirical distributions, while the unemployment rate was varied from its first to its ninth decile.
Figure 3 clearly demonstrates that while the effects of those three contextual variables that feature most prominently in previous research are statistically significant, their political relevance
will often be negligible. The short-dashed lines that represent the lower half of all the individually
calculated covariate contributions are basically flat, which indicates a trivial relationship between
unemployment figures and the probability of a vote for the ER. Moreover, unemployment benefits
and immigration levels hardly affect support for the ER, although weak effects are discernible if
one compares the graphs within the same row or same column: support is minimal where ben-
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efits and immigration figures are close to their minimum (upper left corner), but increases very
slightly (by less than two percentage points) where either of the two variables comes closer to its
maximum.
If the contribution of other covariates is set to a somewhat higher level as represented by the solid
lines, unemployment rates, unemployment benefits and immigration have a slightly stronger but
rather complex effect on the predicted support for the extreme right. Comparing the graphs within
each column reveals that higher levels of immigration are related to higher levels of ER support,
although the differences are still small. Higher levels of benefits are related to higher levels of
support, too, but this effect is restricted to contexts with below-average levels of immigration (the
first two rows of graphs). As regards the effect of unemployment rates, a positive effect becomes
visible, but only in contexts where either levels of immigration or unemployment benefits are
very low. Most interestingly and in line with the findings by Swank and Betz, at high levels
of immigration, unemployment benefits reduce the impact of unemployment, i.e. the line that
represents this relationship is flat.
Finally, if the contribution of other covariates is set to a very high level (that could be due to
individual-level effects, a strong unit-effect, the impact of other contextual variables or a large and
positive random shock at the contextual level), the three contextual variables will have a strong
and intertwining effect on the probability of a vote for the ER. Basically, a comparison within the
columns of Figure 3 reveals that higher levels of immigration are associated with higher support
for the extreme right. This effect, however, is much stronger where the level of welfare state
protection is average or below average. At higher levels of unemployment benefits, the impact of
immigration is much reduced. On the other hand, unemployment benefits are positively related
to higher levels of support where immigration is low (c.f. the first two rows of Figure 3). Finally,
unemployment figures are often strongly related to support for the ER, but where immigration
is high, this relationship effectively vanishes, which reflects the lack of the positive interaction
posited by Golder (2003b).
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[Figure 4 about here.]
Analyzing the impact of party positions involves only two variables and their interaction and
is therefore simpler. Figure 4 graphs the relationship between the salience of the ER’s issues in
other parties’ manifestos and the expected vote share of the ER for four levels of variance in party
statements and three levels of covariate contributions. As one would expect from the coefficients
in Table 1 and the graphical analysis in Figure 2, the variance of party statements has very little
impact on the success of the ER. The salience of the statements, however, is highly relevant for
the ER’s electoral success, provided that the contribution of other covariates is large. For the lower
50 per cent of all covariate contributions, even very high levels of salience hardly increase the
ER’s electoral fortunes, and at the seventh decile, the differences between high- and low-salience
contexts are still small. If the contribution of other covariates falls into the upper third of its
distribution, however, the political effect of salience is huge.

Summary

While the relationship between support for the ER and the contextual variables is much more complex than suggested by previous research, the basic results of the graphical analysis can be easily
summarized. First, in line with theories of ethnic competition, the ER will benefit from high levels
of immigration and unemployment, but this effect is moderated by the institutions of the welfare state. Generous unemployment benefits seem to curb the additional impact of unemployment
where immigration levels are high. On the other hand, if immigration levels are very low, generous
unemployment benefits increase the probability of an ER vote. Accordingly, the lowest levels of
ER support are predicted for a system with minimal benefits, low unemployment rates, and minimal immigration. Extreme right mobilization would be most facilitated by high unemployment and
high levels of either immigration or unemployment benefits (but not both). Independent of these
objective social and economic conditions, political factors, i.e. the salience of the ER’s issues in
the manifestos of other parties have a remarkable effect on the ER’s prospects.
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Second, while these findings are of both political and theoretical interest, they apply only to a
situation where the probability of an ER vote is already rather high due to other factors. For roughly
70 per cent of all covariate constellations, the contextual variables will have a small impact on the
probability of a ER vote whereas for the remaining 30 per cent, contextual factors can tip the
balance and can make an ER vote much more (or much less) likely.
Third, a considerable portion of the covariate contributions is due to country-specific intercepts
and context-specific random effects. Consequentially, the political relevance of the contextual
variables will be more pronounced (1) within sub-groups that exhibit disproportionate levels of
support for the extreme right (e.g. politically dissatisfied right-leaning workers) but (2) also more
generally in countries where the propensity of an ER is rather high across the board (Austria,
Belgium, France, Denmark, Norway), and (3) in contexts that are affected by a substantial random
shock (e.g. a media scare). The substantive implications of this latter possibility should not be
underestimated: from the distributional assumption in Equation 3 and the parameter estimate of
0.3 in Table 1, it follows that roughly 35 per cent of all random shocks will shift the logit of an ER
vote for all citizens in a given context by at least 0.5 points upwards or downwards. If a case is near
the median of the covariate contributions, a difference of that size can render contextual variables
politically relevant or irrelevant.

Conclusion

This paper set out from the twin question of why support for the ER varies so much across time
and political systems. More specifically, its aim was to assess the impact of contextual variables on
the support for the parties of the ER in Western Europe. The analyses presented here differ from
previous accounts in two crucial ways: (1) The effects of individual and contextual variables are
modeled jointly and (2) all relevant and available Eurobarometer data sets were included, resulting
in maximal spatial and temporal coverage.
The findings on the individual level largely confirm previous results from national studies: The
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ER’s electorate has a clear social and attitudinal profile. These results rule out explanations that
link the ER’s electoral appeals solely or chiefly on “protest”.
The picture at the contextual level is more complex. First, there is no empirical support for the
“conspiracy of silence” hypothesis. On the contrary: in line with theories of agenda setting and
priming, the salience of the ER’s issues (immigration and national identity) in the manifestos of the
established parties has a strong positive impact, whereas the “toughness” of the established parties
has no significant effect.
Second, both unemployment rates and immigration have generally a positive impact on the ER
vote, but their respective effects do not reinforce each other. Rather, a ceiling effect is observed.
Moreover, unemployment benefits can reduce support for the ER in certain constellations. Third,
the political relevance of these effects crucially depends on the contribution of other covariates.
Often, even constellations of contextual variables that clearly favor the ER will be of little political
consequence.
Finally, even after differences in the composition of societies (via individual-level variables),
features of the context, and random variation at the contextual level are taken into account, there
are striking differences between countries as revealed by the estimates for the unit effects ranging
from −8.7 to −3.2 points on the logistic scale. Put differently, given the levels of the variables
included in the model, in Austria, Italy and Denmark the ER is persistently much stronger and in
Spain, Sweden, and Finland, it is much weaker than one would expect it to be. Future research
should focus on factors such as access to the media, organisational strength of the ER and links
with other actors, political culture, and elite cues other than those in manifestos to come up with
an explanation for these differences.
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Graphs are based on estimates in Table 1. Both variables are centered. 95% confidence interval calculated with
Variance-covariance matrix estimated under listwise deletion. The level of unemployment benefits is set to its mean
of zero.

Figure 1: The conditional effects of unemployment and immigration
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Graphs are based on estimates in Table 1. Both variables are centered. 95% confidence interval calculated with
Variance-covariance matrix estimated under listwise deletion. The level of unemployment benefits is set to its mean
of zero.

Figure 2: The conditional effects of salience and variance
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Figure 3: The joint impact of unemployment, asylum seekers, and unemployment benefits on the probability of a vote for the
extreme right

Graphs are based on estimates in Table 1 (listwise deletion). All variables are centered. Covariate components set to -4.7 (short dash), -3.8 (solid line), and
-2.3 (long dash).
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Figure 4: The effect of the extreme right’s issues on the extreme right vote
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Listwise Deletion

Multiple Imputation

Male
18-29 years
30-45 years
>65 years
Education: middle/high
Education: university
Petty Bourgeoisie
Worker
Pensioner
Unemployed
Left-Right
Dissatisfied: EU
Dissatisfied: Democracy

0.482
0.437
0.194
−0.162
0.056
−0.324
0.043
0.370
0.054
0.471
0.552
0.751
0.607

(0.029)
(0.041)
(0.039)
(0.054)
(0.036)
(0.043)
(0.048)
(0.039)
(0.052)
(0.056)
(0.007)
(0.036)
(0.018)

0.485
0.419
0.172
−0.160
0.069
−0.251
0.088
0.350
0.034
0.484
0.505
0.729
0.551

(0.025)
(0.042)
(0.035)
(0.047)
(0.034)
(0.036)
(0.042)
(0.038)
(0.047)
(0.045)
(0.007)
(0.038)
(0.018)

Disproportionality
Decentralization
Asylumseekers
Unemployment
Asylumseekers × Unemployment
Unemployment benefits
Unemployment benefits × Unemployment
Unemployment benefits × Asylumseekers
Toughness
Salience
Variance
Variance × Salience

0.011
0.156
0.245
0.080
−0.024
0.013
−0.002
−0.010
−0.038
0.122
0.008
−0.001

(0.016)
(0.158)
(0.056)
(0.032)
(0.014)
(0.010)
(0.002)
(0.005)
(0.024)
(0.026)
(0.007)
(0.000)

0.017
0.076
0.237
0.075
−0.031
0.009
−0.001
−0.009
−0.033
0.128
0.006
−0.001

(0.016)
(0.162)
(0.057)
(0.033)
(0.014)
(0.010)
(0.002)
(0.005)
(0.025)
(0.026)
(0.008)
(0.000)

AT
BE
DE-E
DE-W
DK
ES
FI
FR
GR
IT
NL
NO
PT
SE

−3.271
−5.486
−7.060
−6.463
−4.990
−8.654
−7.370
−4.789
−5.564
−3.231
−7.444
−5.194
−6.272
−7.813

(0.738)
(0.665)
(0.752)
(0.764)
(0.431)
(0.520)
(0.441)
(0.354)
(0.366)
(0.336)
(0.440)
(0.437)
(0.434)
(0.600)

−2.963
−5.043
−6.624
−6.057
−4.700
−8.394
−6.934
−4.754
−5.284
−3.340
−7.097
−5.051
−5.781
−7.371

(0.753)
(0.674)
(0.771)
(0.783)
(0.432)
(0.591)
(0.470)
(0.361)
(0.396)
(0.351)
(0.443)
(0.445)
(0.498)
(0.598)

0.291

(0.033)

0.307

(0.037)

σ2u0
N(1)
N(2)

174,452
267

267,348
267

Logistic multi-level model. PQL2 estimates, model-based standard errors in parentheses. MI results based on eleven
separate imputations.

Table 1: Support for the extreme right: Socio-demographics, attitudes, country effects, and contextual variables
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